
CROISSANTS
Proof and Bake

A CONVENIENT solution for your bakery

Dawn offers a wide variety of quality Croissants that can 

upscale any breakfast and provide a tasty alternative to 

bagels. You’ll find the highest quality frozen Croissants from Dawn, 

the company known for quality bakery goods.



While you’re concentrating on bringing joy to your customers, 
we’re bringing you the solutions that make your job easier. 
Contact us at 1.800.248.1144 or dawnfoods.com.

CROISSANTS
A CONVENIENT solution for your bakery

Why Dawn?
Our products work hard because we mix quality with well-researched insights. So when you choose 
Dawn for your bakery, you’re choosing more than just a product to sell. You’re choosing expert advice on the right 
way to sell the product. That means you’ll get the return on your investment that will keep your shelves full and 
your bakery profitable.

Dawn offers several pre-formed croissant sizes to 
choose from, as well as a versatile square to fill with 
either sweet or savory fillings to customize with your 
own signature touch. 

For extra convenience, our frozen Croissants can be made any time 

of day without a lot of labor. And since you can bake just what you 

need, there’s also little waste. Dawn also offers zero grams trans fat 

formulations on frozen Croissants to keep the pace with growing 

consumer demands and ever changing lifestyles.

• Guarantee that butter and margarine are worked 
into layer upon layer of dough to ensure a tender, 
flaky result

• Minimize labor and mess - simply proof and bake

• Are available in four different pre-formed sizes, 
plus a versatile square to fill and customize

• Filled croissants are made with real butter in three 
popular flavors 

• Comes with convenient carrier tray packaging 
to reduce waste by allowing just one tray of 
croissants to be baked at a time, which keeps 
fresh product throughout the day

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Proof and Bake

Specifications
Outside UPC # Item # Description Case 
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02951904635-4 00545204 Extra Large Butter Croissant 3.75 oz.   96 bulk case  24.00 22.50 0.949   7   9  63

02951904490-9 00531005 Large Croissants (traditional) 3.25 oz  120 bulk case  25.63 24.38 0.949   7   9  63

02951905439-7 00605751 Medium Croissants (traditional curved) 2.5 oz  120 bulk case  20.00 18.75 0.949   7   9  63

02951904489-3 00530982 Mini Croissants (traditional) 1.25 oz  336 bulk case  27.50 26.25 0.949   7   9  63

02951904635-4 00545204 X-Large Croissants (traditional curved) 3.75 oz   96 bulk case  24.00 22.50 0.949   7   9  63

02951922740-1 01378993 Croissant Squares 4”x 4” 3.0 oz   96 bulk case  19.50 18.00 0.604   8   9  72

02951920991-9 01306671 Chocolate Chip Croissant ZGTF 4.0 oz   80 bulk case  19.00 17.50 0.816  10   7  70

02951921017-5 01307398 Cream Cheese Filled Croissant ZGTF 3.5 oz   80 bulk case  19.00 17.50 0.816  10   7  70

02951920989-6 01306655 Strawberry Cream Cheese Croissant ZGTF 4.0 oz   80 bulk case  21.50 20.00 0.816  10   7  70

Filled Raw Croissants

Traditional Raw Croissants
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